
Suprime-Cam class / 2014 Subaru Autumn school
** This text was revised (reordered) after the school **

Program

1. Preparation

• download the test dataset (A1689 field) from smoka and sort

• copy additional data for masking

• install SDFRED2

• install SDFRED2 supplement(crosstalk correction)

• install LACosmic python

• install WCSTools

• setup environment

2. Reduction

• process the data with SDFRED2, following SDFRED2 manual

• test of cosmic ray removal after flat-fielding

3. Astrometric Calibration

• calibrate the coordinate of the mosaicked image

4. Advanced

• Photometric Calibration

– search Landolt(2009) catalog

– cross-match the standard stars

– aperture photometry

– estimate the photometric zero-point of the starndard field

– calculate the photometric zero-point of the object field

• And if still enough time is left, download another favorite dataset (after 2008/07) from
smoka, process the data with SDFRED2, and try astrometric/photometric calibrations.

Authors thanks Anooshiravan Roozrokh, Chi-Hung Yan and Hanindyo Kuncarayakti for their
comments to previous version of this document.



Chapter 1

Preparation

1.1 Preparation at the terminal

In Subaru Autumn School 2014, each student use a certain workstation(terminal), sbws**. As data
are stored in the WS, please use the same workstation during the school.

1.1.1 login and logout

The workstation starts in command-line mode. Start X11 with startx command.
e.g.)

$ startx

Then start some terminal software, such as xterm, xgterm, gnome-terminal, etc. You can start
the terminal software from menu from right-button of the mouse, “Open in terminal”. Then gnome-
terminal is started. In the gnome-terminail, you can start xgterm, xterm, mlterm, or whatever you
prefer.

In each day, please logout from the workstation when you leave. You need to logout the X11
(from “System” in the menu bar) and then exit from UNIX shell.

1.1.2 work directory

In this school (autumn14 Suprime-Cam), most of the reduction and analysis is done in {work direc-
tory}/object/, and the {work directory} would be, for example, /data/users/{yourname}.

First, make the work directory, e.g.,

$ mkdir /data/users/subaru0

if your account name is subaru0.
The size of the disk (/data/user) is 200GB, and quota soft limit is 180GB. Please watch not to

overflow. In this school, the directory tree would be like this.

--- (work directory) -- data

-- object

-- standard

-- flat

-- sdfred20130924_mf2 -- bin

-- cosmics.py_0.4

-- wcstools-3.9.0 -- bin

-- uparm
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1.1.3 downloading data, and sort

In SMOKA exercise, you will download files from SMOKA. Put them all in /data/users/{yourname}/data/.
Note that the dataset is an extended version of the data available in SDFRED2 page. In the test

data of SDFRED2, 5 exposures of Abell 1689 are used, while we will use 10 (=all) exposures of the
same field on the same day in this school.

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/

$ mkdir data

... and put the data in the directory

The files include several sort of data. For analysis they should be sorted into directories.

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/

$ mkdir object flat standard

The data used in this school are stored in SMOKA. Please see the document.
Then, make symbolic links. In real case, you should check each FITS file. But in this school, we

will skip the checking, and use a given result.

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/object

$ ln -s ../data/SUPA01099[89]??.fits .

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/flat

$ ln -s ../data/SUPA011002[789]?.fits .

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/standard

$ ln -s ../data/SUPA010997[12]?.fits .

Check that 20 FITS files are in standard/ directory, 30 FITS files are in flat/ directory, and 100
FITS files are in object/ directory.

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/object

$ ls | wc -l

100

1.1.4 copy additional data for masking

Copy some example data for masking from /mfst01a/autumn14SUP/.

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/object

$ cp /mfst01a/autumn14SUP/* .

They are included in testdata2(spcam training data fdccd 2.tar.gz) in SDFRED2 page. Since
the connection from ADC system to Hilo is not broad, we avoid downloading from the page in this
school.



1.2 Installing several softwares

1.2.1 SDFRED2

Though older version of SDFRED2 (20101227) is installed in the system, it is better to use the latest
version. Therefore the latest SDFRED2 should be installed in working directory.

download software

Visit SDFRED2 site. http://www.naoj.org/Observing/Instruments/SCam/sdfred/sdfred2.html.
ja or http://www.naoj.org/Observing/Instruments/SCam/sdfred/sdfred2.html.en. You can
download manual and software.

In this school, download sdfred20130924 mf2.tar.gz (version 20130924).
Expand the tar.gz in your working directory (/data/users/subaru0).

$ cd /data/users/subaru0

$ tar xvzf sdfred20130924_mf2.tar.gz

A directory /data/users/subaru0/sdfred20130924 mf2/ will be created.
In SDFRED2 manual, next step is compilation, but DON’T DO IT NOW. Before compilation,

an additional package should be added.

crosstalk correction

Download latest ctcorr tar.gz (ctcorr20140919.tar.gz) from http://optik2.mtk.nao.ac.jp/~yagi/

pub/CTcorr/ and put it in /data/users/subaru0/sdfred20130924 mf2/. Then expand the tar.gz to
overwrite several files in SDFRED2.

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/sdfred20130924_mf2/

$ tar xvzf ctcorr20140919.tar.gz

compile

After updating with crosstalk correction package, compile SDFRED2, following SDFRED2 manual
(2.4.2).

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/sdfred20130924_mf2/

$ ./configure

$ make all

1.2.2 LAcosmic python version

Download cosmics.py 0.4.tgz from the link in http://obswww.unige.ch/~tewes/cosmics_dot_py/.
and save it to your work directory.

Expand it with tar.

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/

$ tar xvzf cosmics.py_0.4.tgz

Then, some python programing is required. It is explained later.



1.2.3 WCSTools

In ADC system, pre-installed wcstools 3.8.7 is available. However, it has a problem in using Guide
Star Catalog 2. Since the latest version(3.9.0; 2014/08/30) seems free from the problem, we will
install it locally and use it.

Download wcstools-3.9.0.tar.gz from the link in http://tdc-www.harvard.edu/wcstools/ and
save it to your work directory.

Expand it and compile

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/

$ tar xvzf wcstools-3.9.0.tar.gz

$ cd wcstools-3.9.0/

$ make

Programs are ready in /data/users/subaru0/wcstools-3.9.0/bin/.

1.2.4 other softwares

Besides Linux base system, shells (sh and csh), and perl, IRAF, SExtractor, and saoimage-ds9 are
used in this school. They are already installed in the ADC system, and we will use them. When you
go back to your institute, you may need to install them in your environment.

1.2.5 PATH setting in .bashrc and .bash profile or .cshrc

SDFRED2 programs are installed in /data/users/subaru0/sdfred20130924 mf2/bin/. Follow 2.4.3–
2.4.5 of SDFRED2 manual, and edit configuration files. In the edit, also add
/data/users/subaru0/cosmics.py 0.4/ and /data/users/subaru0/wcstools-3.9.0/bin/ to the PATH.
For example,

PATH=/data/users/subaru0/wcstools-3.9.0/bin/:$PATH

PATH=/data/users/subaru0/cosmics.py_0.4/:$PATH

PATH=/data/users/subaru0/sdfred20130924_mf2/bin/:$PATH

or

PATH=/data/users/subaru0/sdfred20130924_mf2/bin/:/data/users/subaru0/cosmics.py_0.4/

:/data/users/subaru0/wcstools-3.9.0/bin/:$PATH

Then reload the configuration. Simplest way is to restart X. Then, check that some programs are
in the PATH.

$ which imcio2a

/data/users/subaru0/sdfred20130924_mf2/bin/imcio2a

$ which ctcorr6b2

/data/users/subaru0/sdfred20130924_mf2/bin/ctcorr6b2

$ which sky2xy

/data/users/subaru0/wcstools-3.9.0/bin/sky2xy

If they are in another directory (e.g., /usr/local/subaru/... or /usr/local/bin), your configuration
should be corrected.



Chapter 2

During the reduction

2.1 Test Cosmic ray removal after flat fielding

After replacement of CCDs, Suprime-Cam obtained high sensitivity at longer wavelengths thanks to
the thickness. The thickness however caused much cosmic rays contamination. One can say that the
sensitivity to cosmic rays was also improved...

Though dither and coadd remedy the contamination of cosmic rays, still cosmic ray removal is a
good practice. SDFRED2, however, does not have cosmic ray removal programs.

In this school, we introduce a program to remove cosmic rays; LA Cosmic by van Dokkum (van
Dokkum 2001, PASP, 113, 1420); http://www.astro.yale.edu/dokkum/lacosmic/. The original
program is written as IRAF CL script, but we will use python version, as it is faster.

Though it is faster, still a processing of a single 2k x 4k file takes about 1.5 minutes, and not well
corrected... In this school, we therefore test to remove cosmic ray in only several images.

2.1.1 Python script

The LACosmic python is a library, and we need to call functions from a python script. In simplest,
following script will work.

#! /usr/bin/env python

# The program is slightly modified from the sample program

# cosmics.py_0.4/demo_1_simple/demo.py

# by YAGI.

import sys

import cosmics

argvs=sys.argv

argc=len(argvs)

if (argc<3):

print "Usage: clean.py infile outfile"

sys.exit()

infile=argvs[1]

outfile=argvs[2]
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# Read the FITS :

# array is a 2D numpy array

array, header = cosmics.fromfits(infile)

# Build the object :

# There are other options, check the manual...

## Suprime-Cam gain is between 2.8 -- 4.0 (FITS header S_GAIN?)

c = cosmics.cosmicsimage(array, gain=3.2, readnoise=10.0,

sigclip = 5.0, sigfrac = 0.3, objlim = 5.0)

# Run the full artillery :

c.run(maxiter = 4)

# Write the cleaned image into a new FITS file,

# conserving the original header :

cosmics.tofits(outfile, c.cleanarray, header)

Save the program as clean.py in /data/users/subaru0/cosmics.py 0.4/, and add execution per-
mission.

$ chmod 755 /data/users/subaru0/cosmics.py_0.4/clean.py

And check that it is in the PATH.

$ which clean.py

/data/users/subaru0/cosmics.py_0.4/clean.py

2.1.2 Test

In principle, LACosmic should be used before flat-fielding, since flat-fielding changes the effective
gain of each channel. However, before flat-fielding, the tilt and the channel gap would introduce
problem.

In this test, we try to remove cosmic rays from flat-fielded images. Try to run clean.py to some
of fTo*fits and write it as cfTo*fits.

$ cd /data/users/subaru0/object/

$ clean.py fTo_RH090523object040_fio.fits cfTo_RH090523object040_fio.fits

Then, compare the two images using ds9. Some cosmic rays are corrected, but some are not.



Chapter 3

Calibration

3.1 Astrometric calibration

In this section, we will put/revise a FITS header information so that the pixel coordinate (x,y) would
be converted to the celestial coordinate (RA,Dec) in popular tools, such as saoimage-ds9.

3.1.1 Tools for astrometric calibration

The positional information in a FITS file is standardized as WCS(world coordinate system),
http://fits.gsfc.nasa.gov/fits wcs.html
and most of modern softwares support the system.

The tools(executables) for the astrometric calibration would be, for example,

• WCStools (SAO)

• SCamp (Terapix)

• mscred (IRAF)

We here use wcstools in this lecture, since a mosaicked image output from SDFRED has a rough
WCS.

Note that current wcstools has bugs in cphead. Older version has another bug (interface mis-
match) in imwcs.

3.1.2 Calibration process with WCSTools

The usual procedure of the astrometric calibration of a FITS image is as follows;

1. find objects in the image and make an object list(x,y)

2. prepare a catalog of objects (RA,dec) in the region

3. compare the object list and the catalog and make pairs

4. search the best-fit mapping (x,y)-(RA,dec) using the pairs, and express it as WCS parameters
in a FITS header.
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Step 1) find objects in the image and make a list

The imwcs command can handle all the 4 steps, but we found that the detection of object with imwcs
does not work well. We will therefore use SExtractor for the step 1.

The input catalog for imwcs should be

x y mag

Make a file named astmt.param using a text editor (e.g. emacs)

$ emacs astmt.param

XWIN_IMAGE

YWIN_IMAGE

MAG_AUTO

Also make a SExtractor parameter file by

$ sex -d > astmt.sex

and modify some parameters using text editor (e.g. emacs).

$ emacs astmt.sex

CATALOG_NAME all.cat # name of the output catalog

CATALOG_TYPE ASCII # NONE,ASCII,ASCII_HEAD, ASCII_SKYCAT,

# ASCII_VOTABLE, FITS_1.0 or FITS_LDAC

PARAMETERS_NAME astmt.param # name of the file containing catalog contents

...

DETECT_MINAREA 30 # minimum number of pixels above threshold

DETECT_THRESH 20 # <sigmas> or <threshold>,<ZP> in mag.arcsec-2

ANALYSIS_THRESH 20 # <sigmas> or <threshold>,<ZP> in mag.arcsec-2

...

FILTER N # apply filter for detection (Y or N)?

...

SATUR_LEVEL 20000.0 # level (in ADUs) at which arises saturation

...

PIXEL_SCALE 0

Then execute SExtractor.

$ sex -c astmt.sex all.fits

The point is that only 200 brightest objects will be used in imwcs at most. Therefore the change
of DETECT THRESH and DETECT MINAREA to exclude fainter objects is essential. You can set
FILTER Y to reduce spurious detections. If you set it, you need to prepare default.conv file, which
is in /usr/local/share/SExtractor/2.19.5/config/ in the NAOJ system.

$ cp /usr/local/share/SExtractor/2.19.5/config/default.conv .



Step 2) prepare a catalog of objects in the region

In this school, we adopted GSC2.3 catalog. The latest wcstool-3.9.0 automatically use internet service
to search the catalog.

Step 3) compare the object list and the catalog and make pairs

Step 4) search the best-fit function for the pairs, and express it as parameters in a FITS
header.

The step 3 and 4 (and in fact Step 2, too) are taken care of by imwcs. The command line arguments
we succeeded is

$ imwcs -v -d all.cat -n 8 -w -h 200 -c gsc2 -q irst all.fits

-v verbose

-d use the following catalog

-n number of parameters to fit

-w write WCS header to the output

-h maximum number of reference stars

-c catalog name

-q i iterate

r recenter

s sigma clip

t tolerance reduce

You may obtain better results by modifying the options. The file allw.fits will be created by
imwcs.

3.1.3 Check the result

First, display all.fits (before revision) with ds9.

$ ds9 all.fits &

Select the pull-down menu “Analysis”, click “Catalogs” “Optical” and “GSC2.3” in the sub-menu.
(Or, you can select SDSS Release 8, or whatever you like). You will see that the position is shifted.
Then Display the revised file, allw.fits with ds9.

$ ds9 allw.fits &

Do the same plot. You can check how good the revised WCS is by eye inspection.
It should be stressed again that this procedure(including SDFRED itself) is no suitable for precise

astrometry or weak-lensing analysis. The accuracy of the position/shape is not high.
For the sample in this school, however, I realized that imwcs do not return a good result. I

therefore recommend to iterate once.

$ imwcs -v -d all.cat -n 8 -w -h 200 -c gsc2 -q irst allw.fits

Note that the difference of all.fits and allw.fits is only the WCS in the fits header. We can reuse
the detected object list, all.cat. The output, allww.fits, is much better than allw.fits, at the edge.



3.2 Photometric Calibration with the Landolt standard

(* This section is largely updated from the document distributed in the school *)
In this section, a practical procedure of a photometric calibration is briefly described, using SA

field by Landolt(2009;AJ,137,4186).

3.2.1 Preparation of catalog

The catalog of Landolt(2009) is available in VizieR. Somehow search with “Landolt” does not work
in VizieR, but search the paper in NASA/ADS and click link of “D” will enabes to reach the catalog
of J/AJ/137/4186/stars.

In the catalog, Name, RA(2000), Dec(2000), magnitude, and error are the important information.
If you try to calibrate R-band data, for example, you will need V and V-R information. Check Name,
Vmag, e Vmag, V-R, e V-R, RAJ2000, DECJ2000 and download the whole catalog as tab-separated
value (TSV), Landolt2009-R.tsv, for example.

The downloaded TSV file would be like this.

#

# VizieR Astronomical Server vizier.nao.ac.jp

#

...

Name Vmag e_Vmag V-R e_V-R RAJ2000 DEJ2000

mag mag mag mag "h:m:s" "d:m:s"

----------- ------ ------- ------ ------- ------------ ------------

TPhe I 14.820 0.0026 0.422 0.0036 00 30 04.593 -46 28 10.17

TPhe A 14.651 0.0028 0.435 0.0019 00 30 09.594 -46 31 28.91

...

When analysing SA104, for example, the star name with 104*** are needed. Select the data with
grep.

$ grep ^104 Landolt2009-R.tsv > SA104R.tsv

As this format is a bit inconvenient, we would like to reformat it as following format;

#name RA(2000) Dec(2000) V V-R e(V) e(V-R)

104-306 12:41:03.619 -00:37:13.83 9.370 0.832 0.0067 0.0020

104-423 12:41:35.959 -00:31:11.26 15.602 0.262 0.0247 0.0361

104-428 12:41:41.284 -00:26:26.13 12.630 0.534 0.0038 0.0024

104-L1 12:41:49.420 -00:21:01.20 14.608 0.374 0.0007 0.0113

104-430 12:41:50.259 -00:25:52.44 13.858 0.364 0.0052 0.0046

104-325 12:42:02.210 -00:41:35.93 15.581 0.345 0.0163 0.0255

104-330 12:42:11.418 -00:40:41.44 15.296 0.369 0.0103 0.0124

104-440 12:42:14.300 -00:24:46.30 15.114 0.289 0.0081 0.0069

104-237 12:42:16.874 -00:51:18.21 15.395 0.647

104-L2 12:42:19.621 -00:34:23.90 16.048 0.344 0.0190 0.0295

...

You can use cut, paste, join, awk, and/or perl, whatever you like, but a way is like this.



$ cut -f 1 SA104R.tsv |sed ’s/ /-/g;s/[-]*$//’ > c1

$ cut -f 6,7 SA104R.tsv |sed ’s/ /:/g’ > c2

$ cut -f 2,4 SA104R.tsv > c3

$ cut -f 3,5 SA104R.tsv > c4

$ paste c1 c2 c3 c4 | awk ’{if ($6>0)print}’ > SA104R.cat

Name the catalog as “SA104R.cat”.
Let’s make a region file of the data for ds9 which will be used later;

$ grep -v ^# SA104R.cat | awk ’BEGIN{printf("fk5\n");}

{printf("CIRCLE %s %s 10\" # text={ %s }\n",$2,$3,$1)}’ > SA104.reg

3.2.2 Measurement of standard object image of Suprime-Cam

The next step is to measure the stars in the Suprime-Cam image. In SDFRED manual, it is writ-
ten that “the relative flux correction is needed”. A simple (but not high accuracy) method is
explained below. In the following example, the distortion corrected standard shots are assumed to
be “gfTo RH090523object021 *”.

First, subtract sky of the images as you did for objects, but the mesh size should be a bit larger
as 256.

$ ls gfTo_RH090523object021_*.fits > standard_skysb.lis

$ skysb.csh standard_skysb.lis 256

Skysburacted frames (sgfTo *fits) are created.
Then, copy first 10 lines from “all.mos” file for the objects (you have made in object/ directory)

as “standard.mos”,

bAspgfTo_RH090523object038_chihiro.fits 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

bAspgfTo_RH090523object038_clarisse.fits 2074.981906 1.482288 -0.000169 1.018195

bAspgfTo_RH090523object038_fio.fits 4184.129097 1.025025 -0.000226 1.073778

...

and edit the filenames (1st column) in the mos file as follows;

sgfTo_RH090523object022_chihiro.fits 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

sgfTo_RH090523object022_clarisse.fits 2074.981906 1.482288 -0.000169 1.018195

sgfTo_RH090523object022_fio.fits 4184.129097 1.025025 -0.000226 1.073778

...

The number of the lines of “standard.mos” is 10. Please don’t miss blAspgf*fits of the same
exposure in all.mos.

Then make a connected image (standard.fits) with imcio2a;

$ imcio2a -dist_add -dtype=FITSFLOAT -pixignr=0 standard.mos standard.fits

In the output file “standard.fits”, the relative flux scale is normalized to the 1st chip of the *.mos
file, whose flux ratio(5th column) is 1.0.

Now you can measure the flux of stars in the “standard.fits” with IRAF, ds9+IRAF, SExtractor,



or what ever program you like. Note that the photometry MUST BE an aperture photometry, since
most of Landolt fields are observed as a “defocused image”. and the PSF shape is not concentrated
but diffuse and sometimes donuts(ring). PSF fitting photometry will not work correctly. Aperture
size (diameter) of the photometry should be 69.3 pixels, as Landolt(2009) adopted ϕ =14 arcsec
aperture.

The region file created in the previous section will help us to find the stars. Open the standard.fits
and load the region file to check the position of the standard stars.

3.2.3 Example: Photometry with WCStools(sky2xy) and IRAF apphot

If you improve the WCS accuracy of standard.fits as standardw.fits, the position of the standard
stars can be estimated with sky2xy in WCStools.

Reformat SA104R.cat so that the first three columns be RA, Dec, and Equinox.

$ awk ’{print $2,$3,"J2000",$1}’ SA104R.cat > SA104.pos.dat

12:41:03.619 -00:37:13.83 J2000 104-306

12:41:35.959 -00:31:11.26 J2000 104-423

12:41:41.284 -00:26:26.13 J2000 104-428

12:41:49.420 -00:21:01.20 J2000 104-L1

...

Then run sky2xy

$ sky2xy standardw.fits @SA104.pos.dat

18:41:36.79 -00:05:13.4 J2000 -> 9884.807 -1158.613 (off image)

18:42:29.68 -00:04:50.5 J2000 -> 5957.173 -1045.225 (off image)

...

18:42:13.41 +00:10:15.2 J2000 -> 7165.350 3438.577

18:42:17.16 +00:11:09.6 J2000 -> 6886.878 3707.888

18:42:17.70 +00:09:18.4 J2000 -> 6846.781 3157.381

...

You will need the name of stars and the coordinate. Therefore merge the result with the coordi-
nates.dat, and format. A sample command is like this

$ sky2xy standardw.fits @SA104.pos.dat | paste - SA104.pos.dat |

grep -v off | awk ’{print $5,$6,$10}’ > position.dat

$ cat position.dat

8695.977 4093.328 104-423

8305.298 5505.331 104-428

7706.406 7114.909 104-L1

...

You can use the positional information for the aperture photometry, e.g, noao.digiphot.apphot.phot
in IRAF.



vocl> digiphot

apphot. daophot. photcal. ptools.

digiphot> apphot

aptest findpars@ pconvert polymark psort

center fitpsf pdump polypars@ qphot

centerpars@ fitsky pexamine polyphot radprof

daofind fitskypars@ phot prenumber wphot

datapars@ pcalc photpars@ pselect

apphot> epar phot

...

image = standardw.fits The input image(s)

(coords = position.dat) The input coordinate files(s) (default: image.co

(interac= no) Interactive mode ?

...

apphot> phot

The input image(s) (standardw.fits):

Centering algorithm (centroid) (CR or value):

New centering algorithm: centroid

Centering box width in scale units (5.) (CR or value):

New centering box width: 5. scale units 5. pixels

Sky fitting algorithm (centroid) (CR or value):

Sky fitting algorithm: centroid

Inner radius of sky annulus in scale units (10.) (CR or value): 45

New inner radius of sky annulus: 45. scale units 45. pixels

Width of the sky annulus in scale units (10.) (CR or value):

New width of the sky annulus: 10. scale units 10. pixels

File/list of aperture radii in scale units (3.) (CR or value): 34.6

Aperture radius 1: 34.6 scale units 34.6 pixels

Standard deviation of background in counts (INDEF) (CR or value):

New standard deviation of background: INDEF counts

Minimum good data value (INDEF) (CR or value):

New minimum good data value: INDEF counts

Maximum good data value (INDEF) (CR or value): 40000

New maximum good data value: 40000. counts

The standardw.fits.mag.1 will be created.

...

standardw.fits 8695.977 4093.328 1 position.dat 1 \

8691.870 4082.868 -4.106 -10.460 0.013 0.014 107 BigShift \

4.643939 3.811961 2.922353 770 173 0 NoError \

1. INDEF INDEF INDEF \

3.00 30017.18 28.49457 29884.85 13.811 0.006 0 NoError

standardw.fits 8305.298 5505.331 2 position.dat 2 \

8303.159 5496.898 -2.139 -8.433 0.003 0.003 107 BigShift \

60.2945 40.41077 34.21483 668 275 0 NoError \

1. INDEF INDEF INDEF \



3.00 565617.8 28.49121 563899.9 10.622 0.002 0 NoError

...

We only need FLUX value. A recipe is like this.

$ grep -v ^# standardw.fits.mag.1 | paste - - - - - | \

sed ’s/\\//g’ | awk ’{print $4,$29}’

1 161354.4

2 3003767.

3 55040.24

...

but you need to check whether it correctly write out “FLUX” column of the mag.1 file. Then
join the data with the position.dat to make starname-FLUX file as suprime.cat

$ grep -v ^# standardw.fits.mag.1 | paste - - - - - position.dat | \

sed ’s/\\//g’ | awk ’{print $36,$29}’ > suprime.cat

$ cat suptime.cat

104-423 161354.4

104-428 3003767.

104-L1 55040.24

...

3.2.4 Combine the data and plot “color vs ZP”

Now you have two files, SA104R.cat and suprime.cat.

$ cat SA104R.cat

104-306 12:41:03.619 -00:37:13.83 9.370 0.832 0.0067 0.0020

104-423 12:41:35.959 -00:31:11.26 15.602 0.262 0.0247 0.0361

104-428 12:41:41.284 -00:26:26.13 12.630 0.534 0.0038 0.0024

104-L1 12:41:49.420 -00:21:01.20 14.608 0.374 0.0007 0.0113

...

$ cat suprime.cat

104-423 161354.4

104-428 3003767.

104-L1 55040.24

...

The files can be merged with “sort” and “join” commands in UNIX.

$ sort SA104R.cat > SA104R.sorted

$ sort suprime.cat | join SA104R.sorted - > joined.cat

The output is like this;

$ cat joined.cat

104-325 12:42:02.210 -00:41:35.93 15.581 0.345 0.0163 0.0255 160740.5

104-330 12:42:11.418 -00:40:41.44 15.296 0.369 0.0103 0.0124 225430.7



104-334 12:42:20.425 -00:40:28.35 13.484 0.323 0.0047 0.0029 1132658.

...

The R-band photometric zero point for standardw.fits can be calculated as

ZP = V − (V −R) + 2.5log10(countsuprime)− 2.5log10(EXPTIME)

With awk it can be calculated from joined.cat. If exposure time (EXPTIME) is 5 seconds,

$ awk ’{e=5;if($8>0)printf("%s %s %f %f\n",$1,$5,$4-$5,

$4-$5+2.5*log($8)/log(10)-2.5*log(e)/log(10))}’ joined.cat

104-325 0.345 15.236000 26.503888

104-330 0.369 14.927000 26.562108

104-334 0.323 13.161000 26.548822

...

where output columns are name, V-R, R, and ZP, (I skipped to include error of catalog and error
of measurement in the data...)

Plot (V-R) vs ZP to check whether there is a color dependency. In this case, however, no significant
color dependency is recognized, at least I tried. The photometric ZP is estimated as 26.55 R(Vega)
mag/sec. In photometric nights, the ZP of R-band normarized to chip #5 (satsuki) is known to be
∼ 27.5 mag/sec or so, and the relative R-band sensitivity of chihiro to satsuki is about 0.08 mag.
The data seems to be taken in a bit cloudy (non-photometric) night.
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Appendix A

TIPS

A.1 minimal usage of IRAF

I(YAGI) must confess that I seldom use IRAF, because I dislike it... So, please do not ask me about
a detail of IRAF, please...

And some description in this section is specific for ADC/NAOJ system. Users familiar with
IRAF can skip reading this section. In ADC/NAOJ open-use system, majority has IRAF 2.16 now
(2014/09). IRAF is rather backward incomptible software. If you read some documents on IRAF,
you should check the version.

A.1.1 setup IRAF on sbws**

When starting IRAF, you need a parameter file (login.cl) and a directory for task parameters (up-
arm/) in the directory you start.

--- (work directory) -- ./login.cl

-- uparm/*****.par

The file and the directory are created by a “mkiraf” command. Please change directory to {work
directory}/ and execute. The mkiraf asks you “Terminal Type”. I recommend “xgterm”, since the
ADC system has /usr/local/bin/xgterm.

e.g.)

$ cd /data/users/subaru0

$ mkiraf

and /data/users/subaru0/login.cl and /data/users/subaru0/uparm/ will be created. You *al-
ways* need to start IRAF from this directory.

The default image size of IRAF at ADC is imt2048. It is not enough to display 2k x 4k image,
and you may want to change it to imt4096. If you go back to your institute, you may also need to
change IRAF default imt800 to larger one.

#set stdimage = imt800

set stdimage = imt4096

Then, start IRAF in xgterm. First, open xgterm.

$ xgterm &
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In the terminal, start IRAF. The command for starting IRAF is “cl”. e.g.)

$ cl

...

apropos images. noao. proto. stsdas. utilities.

dataio. language. obsolete. softools. system. vo.

dbms. lists. plot. stecf. tables.

vocl> cd object/

vocl>

You may want to start IRAF at your home directory, and then change directory to
/data/users/subaru0. That’s also OK, if you understand what it is.

e.g.)

$ cd ~/

$ mkiraf

$ cl

...

vocl> cd /data/users/subaru0/object/

vocl>

The exit command is “logout”.

vocl> logout

A.1.2 usage of tasks

I will only explain 2 tasks, imstat and imexam.

imstat (imstatistics)

Calculate statistics of pixels. For example, an rms of an image (test.fits) can be measured as follows;

vocl> imstat test.fits

# IMAGE NPIX MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX

test.fits 19285 129183. 3.647E6 -1.009E7 1.501E8

The “STDDEV” is the rms. Other properties can also be measured,

vocl> imstat test.fits fields="image,mean,midpt,mode,stddev"

# IMAGE MEAN MIDPT MODE STDDEV

test.fits 129183. -58460. -59156. 3.647E6

where midpt is an estimated value of median. (IRAF does not measure the actual median, but
estimate.)

You can limit the region by [x1:x2,y1:y2].

vocl> imstat test.fits[1:100,1:100]

# IMAGE NPIX MEAN STDDEV MIN MAX



test.fits[1:100,1:100] 10000 327.6 3260. -0.66 32767.

Note that the IRAF/FITS coordinate is 1-origin. The center of the left-bottom corner pixel is
(1,1).

The usage of the task (imstat) is available using “help” task.

vocl> help imstat

IMSTATISTICS (Feb01) images.imutil IMSTATISTICS (Feb01)

NAME

imstatistics -- compute and print image pixel statistics

USAGE

imstatistics images

PARAMETERS

...

imexam (imexamine)

Examine images. In this lecture, imexam will be used to check seeing size (FWHM of PSF).
First, start ds9 from UNIX command line.

$ ds9 &

Then, read an image from IRAF.

vocl> display test.fits 1

where “1” is the ID of a frame in ds9. Then start imexam,

vocl> imexam test.fits

The cursor will move to ds9, and the shape of the cursor is changed to a blinking circle. Move
cursor to stellar object and type ’j’ or ’k’;

j: column (x) plot

k: row (y) plot

A new “irafterm” window will appear. At the bottom, information is shown as center=*** peak=***
sigma=*** fwhm=*** bkg=* The sigma and fwhm is in the unit of pixels. Since pixel size of
Suprime-Cam is 0.202 arcsec/pixel, FWHM 5.9 pixel, for example, corresponds to 1.2 arcsec seeing.

Or, you can type ’r’ or ’a’.

r: radial plot

a: aperture sum

’r’ command writes radial plot in the irafterm. Several values are written at the bottom without any
labels... The meaning of values can be checked by help, but it is the same as ’a’ command mentioned
below.

’a’ command output data in xgterm in text.



# COL LINE COORDINATES

# R MAG FLUX SKY PEAK E PA BETA ENCLOSED MOFFAT DIRECT

838.41 2046.48 838.41 2046.48

14.70 12.22 129095. 19482. 4818. 0.25 -63 8.95 4.29 4.56 4.91

Here, “enclosed”, “moffat”, and “direct” show FWHM values measured by different methods.
A simple help is available by typing ’?’. And finally, ’q’ command ends imexam.
The detail of this command is available by “help imexam”.

A.2 SAOimage ds9

In this course (Winter2008, Suprime-Cam), we will use saoimage-ds9 (hereafter ds9) as a default FITS
file browser. In NAOJ/ADC analysis system, ds9 version 5.1b is already installed as /usr/local/bin/ds9,
and you can use it.
# If you prefer, you can use ESO-SkyCat, or fv.

It should be noted that the behavior of ds9 varies when version changed, and it sometimes varies
if OS/architecture is different. (In fact, ds9 ver3 on Solaris/x86 had a nasty bug...)

The information written below is valid for ds9 ver 7.1 on Linux in x86/x86 64 architecture.
ds9 is available at

http://ds9.si.edu/site/Home.html

A.2.1 setting up: Change preferences of ds9

Start ds9,

$ ds9 &

and select Edit-Preferences... in the top pull-down menu.
Then, change several preferences.

• Mouse behavior 1

1. In the preference window, select ”Edit”.

2. Pulldown “Menu” (in the left-top pane) and select “None”

• Scale

1. In the preference window, select “Scale”.

2. Pulldown “Menu” (in the left-top pane) and select “ZScale”. “ZScale” is often better
choice for browsing Suprime-Cam data than default “Min Max”.

• Catalog server

1. In the preference window, select “Analysis”.

2. In ”Catalogs” section at the bottom pane, change server to “adac”. The adac server is
in fact ”vizier.nao.ac.jp”, which is much closer than foreign servers, at least from here
NAOJ.

• Printer setting

1It is not necessary, but many beginners get trouble with putting pointers by mistake, and therefore I recommend
you to change the default as “none”



1. select ”Postscript”.

2. Change ”print To” as ”* File”

3. Also, change ”Page Size” as ”A4”. We don’t have Letter size papers.

If you set all the preferences, press “Save” button to reflect, and you will find /̃.ds9.prf file is
created.

All the change is for ”default” behavior, which is set when started. You can make a temporal
change from menu. For example, a temporal change of catalog server can be done in Catalog Tool
Window ”Catalog Server” pull-down menu.

A.2.2 Simplest operation

start

Open file as

$ ds9 a.fits

mouse operation

Right button drag: changing a color scale.

up<->down contrast

left<->right brightness

Middle button press: move the position to the center

Left button press: nothing

(if you set none in the preference or

Edit-None in the top menu.)

buttons

You will need some buttons in the middle pane

- file open (to load another file)

- zoom + (zoom in)

zoom - (zoom out)

- scale zscale (change color/display scale)

- color bb (blackbody color)

compare two or more images

ds9 can open more than one files. A simplest way is to give them in command line arguments.

$ ds9 a.fits b.fits c.fits

Then the three fits are displayed in tile. Select “frame” tab, and you can see that “tile” is
selected. If you select “single”, only c.fits “will be displayed. The displayed frame can be changed
by “previous” and “next” button, but shortcut key TAB and shift-TAB is more convenient. This
manual blinking will be needed when checking before-after of cosmic-ray removal and PSF matching.

After changing the center of view, you may want to align the frames again. Then select “Frame”
in the menu (not tab), select “Match >”, select “Frame >”, and “Image”. Then the frames are
aligned in image coordinate.



For Suprime-Cam analysis, -mosaic command-line option is also useful. With the option, ds9 will
display all the images in a plane, according to the WCS information.

$ ds9 -mosaic fTo_RH090523object041*.fits



Appendix B

Background of Photometric Calibration

The main part of CCD data reduction is to convert the output of CCD (counts) into the physical
brightness. SDFRED guarantees the relative brightness scale across the output image, but the pixel
values are not in the physical unit. The process to determine the relation between the pixel value to
the physical value is called “photometric calibration.”

B.1 Model

We model the propagation of photons as follows;
The photons from object (object) are contaminated by the photons from background (sky). A
part of photons suffers extinction of atmosphere, or are scattered in optics, and the rest are finally
changed into photo-electrons in CCDs with a probability. The overall probability that a photon from
object+sky creates an electron is called as an “absolute flat”. In a CCD, electrons so-called ”dark
current” are generated by the quantum effect. The photo-electrons and dark currents are read out
and converted into a digital number. The inverse of the conversion factor (CF) is called ”gain”. In
the Analog-Digital Converter, bias voltage is added.

In summary, the output count [ADU: Analog-Digital conversion Unit] is

count = (((Object+ Sky)× te × flat) + (dark × td))× CF + bias,
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where te is the exposure time, and td is the time while a dark current is generated. (The bias voltage
is written in [ADU] unit in the equation) Solving the equation, we obtain

Object+ Sky =
((count− bias)× gain− dark × td)

flat× te

In this equation,

• time (td, te) is measured by a clock

• bias is estimated from overscan regions

• dark is estimated from dark frames
(dark itself cannot be estimated but only dark/gain is estimated. In Suprime-Cam, however,
dark/gain is negligible)

• flat(relative) is estimated from flat frames.

And then, the gain and the factor of absolute flat to the relative flat is still unknown, which
include total throughput of the system; sky condition, optics, and etc. If we write the unknown
factor of the flat*gain as k, and define

dark′ = dark/gain,

k ∗ flat′ = flat/gain,

the equation is written as

Object+ Sky =
((count− bias)− dark′ × td)

k × flat′ × te

The dark’ and flat’ can be calculated from observed data, and we can obtain k*(Object + Sky).
From the spatial variation in the image, we can separate Sky from Object, and we obtain k*Object.

The output of SDFRED includes this uncertain factor k. If we know the magnitude corresponding
to a unity in the image (zero point), we can obtain the absolute flux information.

For the estimation of the factor, we use photometric standard. Besides the target frames, a
field(or fields) which include objects with known flux(magnitude) is usually observed. The data are
called (photometric) standard frames.

k ∗ Target = ((count1 − bias)− dark′ ∗ td1)/(flat′ ∗ te1)− sky1

k ∗ Standard = ((count2 − bias)− dark′ ∗ td2)/(flat′ ∗ te2)− sky2

If the physical value of ”Standard” is known, we can calculate the factor k and convert the target
count, (target(obs)) into a physical value (Target).

k ∗ Target = target(obs)

k ∗ Standard = standard(obs)

Target = Standard ∗ target(obs)/standard(obs)

Usually, the equation is described in [magnitude] unit.

mag(Target) = mag(Standard) +mag(target(obs))−mag(standard(obs))

= mag(target(obs)) + (mag(Standard)−mag(standard(obs)))



The value (mag(Standard) - mag(standard(obs))) is often called as a magnitude Zero point (ZP).

mag(Target) = mag(target(obs)) + ZP.

ZP = mag(catalog)− 2.5log(((count− bias)− dark′ ∗ td2)/(flat′ ∗ te2)− sky)

ZP is the magnitude that corresponds to 1 ADU/s in the final image. Note that ZP depends on the
normalization of flat’.

B.2 Suprime-Cam photometric calibration with an image

created with SDFRED

In the Suprime-Cam data reduction with SDFRED, the normalization of each chip is done by a
flat frame of the chip, and the normalization among the chips are stored in *.mos file. However,
the standard object frames are not corrected for the normalization among the chips. The difference
should be taken into account when calculating ZP of the final contiguous image.

For example, a standard star is observed in * si005s.fits chip. The ZP calculated from the data
(ZP0) is -2.5log(count/sec) in si005s chip. Meanwhile, the final *.mos file would be like this;

bAspgfTo_RH030425object025_si001s.fits 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

bAspgfTo_RH030425object025_si002s.fits 1.732953 4088.489019 -0.000332 0.989902

bAspgfTo_RH030425object025_si005s.fits -2118.855408 0.948002 -0.000272 0.985237

...

The frames are normalized to si001s. Therefore the difference of the normalization should be
corrected.

In this example, the ZP0 is the magnitude for 1 ADU/sec in si005s. In the mosaicked image,
1 ADU of si005s corresponds to 1/0.985237=1.014984 ADU. Therefore, ZP0 is the magnitude for
1.014984 ADU/sec in the final image. Thus, the ZP of the mosaicked image should be

ZP = ZP0− 2.5log(0.985237)

B.3 Atmospheric extinction correction

The discussion above assumes that the standard objects can be observed in an ideal condition. In
practice, however, the flux from the objects is not ideal.

First, we observe through the atmosphere, and therefore the flux suffers an extinction (absorption
+ scattering). The thickness of atmosphere depends on the altitude of the observatory, (if we go
600,000m higher, there’s almost no air (HST)), the elevation angle of the observed field (therefore
sunset is red), and the weather condition.

If weather condition is not good, we cannot estimate the actual flux. Such a night is called as
”non-photometric”. The point is that it is often difficult to know whether the data are taken in a
photometric condition or not without an observation log. Especially one must be very careful about
this point when using archival data.

In a good weather condition (a photometric condition), we can assume that the amount of the
extinction is a function of the wavelength of the light and the thickness of the atmosphere. If we
measure the degree of the extinction in magnitude, ∆m, it is written as

∆m = a(λ) ∗ [airmass]



and the airmass is a function of the angle from the zenith (zenith distance, z),

airmass = sec(z)− 0.0018167(sec(z)− 1)− 0.002875(sec(z)− 1)2 − 0.0008083(sec(z)− 1)3...

(Hardie 1962). The dominant term of the airmass is sec(z)=1/cos(z)
We need at least two data points (airmass vs ZP calculated from the standard object frames) to

estimate the coefficient ”a”. Therefore, usually, more than two standard object frames are taken in
a night at different zenith distances with the same filter. Once the coefficient is determined, we can
substitute the zenith distance of the target object in the equation to get the ∆m for the frame.

Note that the coefficient a(λ) is not always necessary. If the object and the standard object
is observed in the same zenith distance(e.g., z=45 deg), we can cancel the effect of atmospheric
extinction.

B.4 Filter bandpass difference (color-term) correction

Another factor to be corrected is the difference of transmission of the standard filter system and
the instrument/optics used in the observation. The magnitude in a photometric standard catalog is
measured with a certain set of filters and optics, which define the standard filter system, and are not
perfectly reproduced with another set of instruments.

In the simplest case, the difference of passband would be a shift of range of wavelengths. For
example, assume that a filter used in an observation (filter A) has a shifted range to the longer
wavelength than the standard filter system (filter B). In this case, red objects observed with the
filter A have more counts than with the filter B, and blue objects observed with the filter A have
less counts. Therefore, we have to convert this wavelength range difference to obtain more accurate
magnitudes in the standard filter system. Historically, the difference is approximated by a linear
function of a ”color”, such as (B-V) or (B-R),

∆m = b ∗ [color]

Two standard objects with different color is needed to determine the coefficient ”b”. If we observe
the standard objects in more than two filters, or the catalog of the standard objects has magnitude
in more than two bands, we have color(observed) and/or color(catalog).

For example, assume that two standard objects (std1, std2) is observed in R-band, and the catalog
has B and R magnitude. We can calculate two zero points; ZP1 from std1, and ZP2 from std2, by
ZP = mag(catalog) - mag(observation)

ZP1 = ZP0 + b(colorstd1)

ZP2 = ZP0 + b(colorstd2)
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Figure B.1: Standard filter system and Suprime-Cam filters

where ZP0 is the zero point for color=0. And we can get ”b” by solving the equations.
Then we also need information about the color of each target object. The color substituted into

the equation should be a measured color in the instrument, and we should solve the set of equations
recursively. However, we sometimes skip the iteration process by substituting a typical value for all
the objects, and regard the variation of colors as systematic errors.

In practical case, the function is not always well approximated with a linear function of a color.
The difference between the standard Kron-Cousins R and the Suprime-Cam Rc is awful.

Note that this color conversion is necessary when a user tries to compare the observation result
with data taken with different sets of filter/optics such as other studies, or to compare with theoretical
works given in a standard filter system.



Figure B.2: color-color plot of Pickles(1997) stars. Magnitudes are in AB-system.


